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Abstract

lhe paper takes assue with a widely accepted view of mental causatton
Tlus is the view that mental causation is either reduable to physical cau
sation or ultrmately untenable, because mcompauble with the causal com-
pleteness of physics The paper examines, first, why recent attempts to
save the phenomena of mental causation by way of the nouon of super-
vement causauon fail The result of t/us exammauon is the clarm that
cmy attempted spectficauon of the most baste causal factars wluch suppos-
edly underhe a causal transaction cannot account for the counterfactually
necessary connectums wah the effect m quesuon By contrast, the spec-
ification of these factors ai a higher-level would allow establishmg such
connecuons The paper doses with a discussion of how the view of au-
tonomous lugher-level causation grounded on countofactual relations can
be made compatible with the physicalistic comnutment to a complete spec-
ification of the particular causes of any physical effect exclusively in phys-
:cal terms

1. Supervemence

Nonreducnve matenahsts m plulosophy of mind have been lookmg
for a way to reconcile physicahstic commitments with a view of men-
tal propemes as dependent on, but also essentially chstinct from phys-
ical propemes The idea that a supervemence relanon might hold
between physics (conceived of as the most basic science) and the
mentahstic discourse (taken as a "special science") seemed to fill the
bill It was once a widely shared conviction that a sintably defined
notion of superveruence would malce it possible for philosophers of
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mmd to preserve thetr matertalism while holding on to the "auton-
omy of psychology" as an ineducible account of the causal relanons
connectmg mental properties This consensus has been shattered m
the meantune by a number of powerful arguments—one of the most
promment bemg the overdetermmation argument (Kim 1989, 1993a
and 1993b)

The overdetennmation argument challenges the very possibility
of mental causatton, 1 e the objective relation that superveruence
was supposed to secure It seeks to show that given the causal effi-
cacy of physical propernes, which everyone takes for granted, there
is no causal role left for superveruent propernes to play The sug-
gestion is that, if mental propernes merely supervene on physical
propernes, it is unhkely that we will be able to find a proper place
for them m the causally structured world If the argument is cogent
and vand, no account of mental-to-physical causation is possible that
does not flout the matenalistic assumption of the causal complete -
ness of physics The conclusion is that physicalistic commitments to
mete dependence or supervemence relattons have to be converted
mto commitments to type-identines between mental properties and
physical propernes

I will take issue with thts view My first main thesis is that the
overdetermmanon argument is not as conclusive as it seems The
crucial difficulties concerrung mental causation, especially mental-
to-physical causanon, so I will argue furtheç find solution In a meta-
physical framework that dravvs on the nonon of supervemence and
accepts the causal completeness of physics, upon providing an ilide -
pendently jusnfied interpretation of the latter

2. Overdetermmation
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Consider the case, where an mstantiation of a mental, supervement
property M causes the mstannation of another mental property M*
An illustration of this would be a mental phenomenon causing an-
other mental phenomenon As matenahsts, supervernentists (as we
may call thern) must assume that the appearance of supervement
propemes depends on the presence of appropnate basal conchnons
So we have for the mental property M* a determuung physical prop-
erty P* The counterfactual imphcation of M's ciam to bemg a
cause of M* says that M* could not have been instannated, if M
had not been instannated on this occasion The determmation re-
lanon between P* and M*, on the other hand, imphes that unless
P* were present on dus occasion, M* could not have been mstan-
nated These two conditions cannot be mdependent from another
A plausibly coherent descnption of the situation seems to be the
instantiation of M causes the instannation of M* by causmg the m-
stannanon of P* In the first place, the later InstannatIon determines
then the mstannation of M*

The first part of this descnpnon entalis, of course, mental-to-
physical causation, a relanon objectively connecting a higher-level
phenomenon (as the cause) to a lower-level phenomenon (as the ef-
fect) To tins the supervementist is committed Under this lime of
thought, the causal role of M In the process by which P* is brought
about cannot be entirely "preempted" by any physical property How-
ever, we do have good reasons to assume that the physical preempts
the mental These reasons are denved from the assumption of the
causal completeness of physics the instannation of I" has as its
cause a physical phenomenon Hence the purported distmcmess of
supervement causal powers results In the uncomfortable supposition
that phystcal phenomena underlymg mental phenomena are system-
atically overdetermmed The mstannation of P* has two distmct
causes, a physical cause and a mental one What causes dascomfort is
the fact that the joint operatton of two causes, each one bemg suffi-
cient to bnng about the effect, should mamfest itself not occastonally,
but whenever there is causam by mental ~emes

As massive overdetermination cannot be the mie, we are led to
the conclusion that it is ultimately m virtue of some necessanly co-
mstannated phystcal property P that the mstannation of M causes
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the instannation of P* (and, therefore, also the instannation of M*)
This means that ali causal powers involved m the mstannation of
physical propernes tum out to be the ones assocmted to physical
propernes But if the instannation of the superveruent property M
(qua mstannation of M) has no mdependent causal power to brmg
about an mstannation of the physical property P*, it is hard to un-
derstand how it could exert any mfluence on higher-level phenomena
as well no mental causation wtthout mental-to-physical causanon

If we use "property-causation" to refer to the relation by which
the instannation of a property X causes an event of type Y iii vtrtue of

being an instannation of X (and not m virtue of bemg an mstance of
some other connstannated property Z), the main steps of the °verde-
termination argument can be summanzed as follows

(i) M property-causes M* [higher-level causador']
(u) 'The instantiation of P* determines the mstannation of M*

[superveruence]
(ui) M property-causes M* by property-causmg P* [downward

causation]
(iv) The mstannation of P determines M [supervemence]
(v) P property-causes P* [causal completeness of physicsj

(vi) The instannation of P* is simultaneously caused by the mstan-
mann of M and the mstannation of P [overdeternunanonj

(vu) Overdetermmation cannot be the rule
(viu) M must be idennfied with P, on pam of bemg "epiphenome -

nal "

The overdetermmatton argument generalizes It does not chrectly
concern mental propernes It focuses mstead on the relanonship be-
tween higher-level propernes in general—be they mental or not-
and those propernes defffung theff superveruence -base As the latter
can eventually supervene on more fundamental properties—super-
vemence is a transinve relanon—we may assume that there is a last
levei made up of absolutely basic propernes on which ali other prop-
emes ultunately depend Basic propernes m fins sense are conceived
of as properly physical propernes to be identified by the future devel-
opment of fundamental physics Basic properties are also assumed to
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be the only properties connected by genume laws of nature, so that
the principie of causal completeness of physics apphes to the physical
world as defmed by those basic properttes Macrophysical propernes
as well as functional propernes are of course nonbasic they super-
vene, as we may suppose, on the propemes discoverable by future
physics Thus their claim as real causal factors is also challenged
by the overdeterminanon argument Specffically mental causation
is, therefore, not the mam target of the argument 'The power of
any superveruent property, whether mental or macrophysical, to ex-
ert autonomous causal influence on basic phenomena is what is at
stake

3. Supervetuent causation

It is of course underuable that mental propernes help expiam physi-
cal or at least physically constituted phenomena And explanations
based on mental propernes are causal It follows from thts that any
plausible account of mental propemes must give them at least prima
facze causal efficacy The normal way to square the attribution of
causal explanatormess to mental propernes with the mam thrust of
the overdetermmation argument consists m malcmg whole higher-
levei causal relanons dependent on the causal processes at the basic
levei Tius account, of which there are many vanations, carne to be
known under the mie of superveruent causation

The supervement causanon account says that A supervernently
causes B if A supervenes on A' and B supervenes on B' and A' causes
B' According to a recent attempt to fiesh out the Kiva of super-
vement causation (Noordhof 1999), supervement propemes are ef-
ficacious because (i) the mstanttation of one of their muumal su-
pervemence-bases is a cause of an event of type E and (n) each
mmimal superveruence-base is such that ali its instannations would
cause events of type E In some causal circumstances C I will sktp
here the detads of the exact definition of a =rumai supervemence -
base For the present purposes, it suffices to observe that mirumal
supervemence-bases are sets of atomtc physical propernes Typically,
there will be more than one =mal superveruence-base for any
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lugher-level property F This is tantamount to saymg that the prop-
erty F is multiply reahzable For F to be causally efficacious In the
process by which another higher-level property G is mstannated, two
condinons must be sansfied The first condition says that a mim-
mal supervemence-base of the mstannation of F causes a mutual
superveruence-base of G m the gwen arcumstance The second con-
&non states that "each mmunal superveruence-base of F	 is such
that ali its instantiations would cause an instannation of one
of the mmimal supervemence-bases of G , tf they were m some
causal circumstances C—where C may vary for each instantianon of
F" (Noordhof 1999, p 307) This can be easily apphed to the psy-
chological case

4. Mmimal activity?

It remams to be asked whether the supervement causation account
also honor the requirement that causes are, m the actual circum-
stance, counterfactually necessary for their effects This is an impor-
tam requirement Indeed, causal clauns imply certam counterfactual
links Thus m statmg that a certam fact causally explams another
fact, we assume that the latter fact would not have obtamed if the
former fact had not obtamed In other words, the truth-condinons
of causal datam mvolve counterfactual condinonals This means, m
a physicalist framework, that causal factors made up of instantiations
of physically basic propemes must be shown to be causally sufficient
ctnd counterfactually necessary for any effect that gets produced As
I will presently argue, this is the place where the supervement causa-
non account founders The closer to the supposedly basic factors it
gets, the less able it is to formulate counterfactually necessary condi-
dons for the effects in question

Consider the relatively simple case where we mvoke the property
of being air In a causal explanation of the combustion of a match
This is an explanation of a macrophystcal event by means of a macro-
physical property However, macrophystcal properttes share with
mental propemes the status of not bemg physically basic They are,
so we may suppose, superventent propemes whose causal contnbu-
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non to their effects should be accounted for In terms of superve-
ruent causanon So we are justrfi£d in aslang can we extract, even
only m principie, the ultunate physical causal factors ("the phystcal
cause") from tias macrophysical cause?

Presumably, only part of the mstantianon of the property of be-
mg air—an mstannation of the property of being oxygen—is neces-
sary for the combustion to occur The property of bemg nitrogen,
for mstance, whose mstannation is also part of the mstannanon of
the property of bemg air, seems to play no causal role m the events
leading to the combustton of the match The superveruent causation
approach is mtended to capture cases hke this The property of bemg
atr is not competmg with the property of bemg oxygen to play the role
of the real physical cause of the combustion Rather, what we should
say here is that the property of bemg oxygen is the efficacious fac-
tor behmd the superveruent cause In this case, namely, the presence
of air This is the first move we have to make if we intend to make
the distmction between higher-level causes and efficacy determirung
causal factors coextensive with the distmcnon between superveruent
propernes and absolutely basic propernes

However, the same reasonmg that leads to the attnbutton of caus-
al idleness to part of the property of bemg air can be repeated if we
start with the more basic property of bemg oxygen After ali, not ali
the oxygen present may be stnctly necessary for the combustion to
occur Presumably, part of the oxygen can be discounted as causally
superfluous in the process by which the combustion is brought about
What we must recogruze here is that being oxygen is one of those
properties that adma a certam degree of vananon m their "parame-
ters"—in our case, the volume of oxygen available—without preju-
dice their role as reahzers of lugher-level causes But then a definite
value of the relevant parameter of the property of betng oxygen
be typically present in a given case in which the presence of oxygen
is causally responsible for the combustion Let us assume that a vol-
ume X of oxygen is present m the actual circurnstance Then "hav-
ing a volume X of oxygen" could be tentatively seen as the ulnmate
worktng component behmd the cause descnbed at a higher-level by
"presence of ais" "Having a volume X of oxygen" really looks like a
bona fide physical property that could be causally responsible, at bot-
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tom, for the effects attributable, on a higher-level, to oxygen and, on
an even higher-level, to ar However, the mstannation of "having a
volume X of oxygen" can hardly be seen as counterfactually neces-
sary for its effects A lesser quantity Y could also do the causal job at
hand, provided Y is greater than some critica! value of the relevant
parameter of the property of bemg oxygen Thus, we face a problem
which of the propemes "having a volume X of oxygen," "having a
volume Y of oxygen," "having a volume of oxygen," is counter-
factually necessary for the effect m question ? Any instannation of
these propernes can realize the higher-level cause But smce none of
them is counterfactually linked m the nght way to the effect, none
of them can be seen as an ultunately efficacy detertrunmg property in
the physicahses sense

Now, if the actual value of the parameter volume cannot be seen
as the ultimate working property behmd the presence of air, maybe
the actual value of the relevant parameter betng greater than a definite
crtucal value can Or so we may thmk This pomt of view has the
advantage of avadmg the potennal multiplicity of causally responsip
ble conditions It would allow for the formulation of one sansfactory
counterfactual lmk After ali, so ti could be argued, having at least as
much oxygen as the criticai value strictly necessary for the combus-
non is itself a stnctly counterfactually necessary condmon for causmg
the combustion m the gtven circumstance

Tlus is surely nght But it is not what the physicalist needs The
problem with any property charactenzable by reference to a threshold
or a criticai value is that it is not physical m the physicalises sense
We may assume that there is a physical matter of fact as to the ob-
jective, umque value of the threshold But a condition expressed by
"having at least as much as the criticai value stricdy necessary for
the combustion" can be fulfilled by instannations of many propernes
that eo ipso have to be considered more basic "Havmg a volume X
of oxygen greater than the critica! value" designates a whole family
of propernes each of which can realize the property mvoked m the
specification of the threshold condition These considerations all go
to support the conclusion that counterfactually necessary conditions
can only be estabhshed by reference to a nonbasic property that su-
pervemently =fies physically basic propemes
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5. Causal completeness revisited

The argument so far explored the connection between causal efficacy
and counterfactual relevance Accordmgly, counterfactual relevance
of a property is taken to be a necessary condition for its efficacy if
P is efficacious in the actual arcumstance, then it is counterfactually
necessary for the effect In question that P is instantiated What the
argument so far shows is that tf the instannation of a property defin-
mg a threshold condition should be counted as a cause of an event
of type E, then this cause is irreducibly nonbasic, that is, nonphysical
by the standards of physicalism

This result seems to be a straight dental of the causal complete-
ness of physics It should be clear, however, that the result depends
on the consideration of the presence of enough oxygen as a cause

of the combusnon of the match On the face of it, the presence of
oxygen is a standmg state that contnbutes to the occurrence of the
event-effect by playmg the role of an enablmg condinon for the op-
eration of a tnggermg event-cause hke the stnking of a match The
relevant question at this juncture is whether, by considermg the pres-
ence of enough oxygen a cause of combustion, the argument so far
uni ustifiably and unnecessardy assimdates the role played by causal
conditions (states) to the role played by events in the causation of
further events

As a matter of fact, accounts of causation offered by plulosophers
of nund do not usually distinguish between events and standmg states
(cf Steward 1997) They regard events and states ahke as particular
entales, as causal antecedents which mteract on the same footmg to
brmg about a certam effect 'This means that enablmg condinons and
particular occurrences ("concrete mdividua1s") are usually treated as
homogeneous factors combmmg m the causal cham kadmg to an
effect Indeed, state-hke conditions and particular occurrences are
treated as partzcd causes that together necessttate the event-effect

The argument developed m the preceding secnon follows tlus
common practice m plulosophy of mmd It takes the standing m-
stantiation of a property (the property of bemg enough oxygen) to
be the cause of an event of type E The tmmediate consequence of
showmg that this cause is irreduably nonphysical (In the physical-
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ist's sense) is the dental of the causal completeness of physics This
is a high pnce to pay for clamung autonomy for any special saence
having to do with supervernent propernes

There is, however, an altemative way to this view, an alterna-
tive that could preserve the mam pomt of the argument while
keepmg to the causal completeness of physics It starts with the cat-
egonal distmction between events and states, the case for which has
been forcefully made by Helen Steward (cf spectally Steward 1997,
chapter 7) Accordmgly, tt is not wrong to msist that a particular
event-cause must combine vvith an mdependent standmg condition
to give nse to effects What is wrong, or at least misleadmg, is the
idea that this is a case of parcial causes combining in the production
of an event-effect Consider again the example of a match bemg
hghted For the stnkmg of the match to tngger the desired effect a
necessary condition must be sansfied—there must be enough oxygen
around In ali nomologically possible worlds iii which this condinon
is not satisfied the particular event- cause is not followed by the light-
nmg of the match It is misleadmg to conceive of what is lackmg
these worlds as another parnal cause, as tias may suggest the absence
of another particular beyond the tnggenng factor referred to by "the
stnlung of the match Clearly, what has to be given m the actual sit-
uation for the particular event-cause m question to bnng about the
lightrimg of the match is not a particular entny (wluch can be repre-
sented by a singular term), but a fact (which has to be represented by
a sentence)

The crucial pomt as that bemg a kmd of fact, a standmg state
bears a relation to the effect it helps to produce which is very differ-
ent from the relation connectmg an event-cause (a particular) and
an event-effect (another particular) In Steward's termmology, the
first relation is "the relation of causal relevance " Its expression
a "sententtal causal claim " 'The second as "the relanon of causing,"
which is expressed by a "singular causal clairn "

If we now take this mto account m the mterpretation of the ar-
gument developed ira the previous secnon, we arrive at a new result
concerrung the compatibilny of autonomous causation at the lugher-
levei and the physicalistic commitment to a complete spectfication of
the causes of any effect exclusively m physical terms The remarks
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the previous secnon draw on the connection between the causal ef-
ficacy of properties defirung standing condittons for causal processes,
on the one hand, and the possibility of estabhshmg counterfactu-
ally necessary connections between these properttes and the effect m
question, on the other hand In other words, counterfactual sigruf-
icance of a property is used as a test of the existence of a "relanon
of causal relevance " Some supervenient propernes like "presence of
enough oxygen" pass the test, while the corresponding physically ba-
sic propernes in their mmimal superveruence-bases do not pass the
test Thus some states can be causally related to physical effects (via
counterfactual lmks) without bemg themselves physical (In the phys-
icalist's sense)

The existence of a relation of causal relevance connectmg non-
physical states—which are ontologically kmds of facts, not particu-
lars—with effects implies nothun at ali about the possibility of de-
scnbmg the correspondmg "relations of causmg" exclusively m phys-
ical terms From the pomt of vtew of causal relevance of facts or
conditions, it is entirely open whether we are able to designate the
particulars mvolved in a causal process m physical terrns alone In
other words, "sentennal causal claims," as expressions of relanons of
causal relevance, cannot dictate the form of singular terms m "singu-
lar causal &mu," which express relattons of causmg between partic-
ular events In particular, no assertion of a counterfactually grounded
relation between an irreducibly nonphysical causal conditton and
an effect can show the futility of a purported translatton of causal
claims relating to particular events mu) the language of fundamental
physics For all we lcnow, this transiation may succeed We have only
to keep In mmd that tias sort of translanon does not represent the
vmdication of reducnve physicahsm

We now have the means to formulate the principie of the causal
completeness of physics m such a way that it is not contradicted by
the main argument of the previous sectton The pnnciple says that,
for any particular event whatsoever, the cham of previous events
connected to it by the relanon of causmg contams only particulars
wiuch can be completely designated by phystcal terms alone 'That
these particulars have sometunes to combine with nonphysical facts
or conditions to bnng about effects does nothmg to change their sta-
tus as physical enteies
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